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SUMMARY We present an adaptive dynamic load balancing
scheme for 3D texture based sort-last parallel volume rendering
on a PC cluster equipped with GPUs. Our scheme exploits not
only task parallelism but also data parallelism during rendering
by combining the hierarchical data structures (octree and parallel
BSP tree) in order to skip empty regions and distribute proper
workloads to rendering nodes. Our scheme can also conduct a
valid parallel rendering and image compositing in visibility order
by employing a 3D clustering algorithm. To alleviate the imbal-
ance when the transfer function is changed, a load rebalancing
is inexpensively supported by exchanging only needed data. A
detailed performance analysis is provided and scaling character-
istics of our scheme are discussed. These show that our scheme
can achieve the significant performance gains by increasing par-
allelism and decreasing synchronizing costs compared to the tra-
ditional static distribution schemes.
key words: octree, BSP tree, hierarchical visualization, parallel
rendering, volume rendering, adaptive dynamic load balancing

1. Introduction

For visualizing large-scale volume dataset, parallel ren-
dering is known as an efficient solution to scale the
available memory size and performance by the num-
ber of processing elements. Sort-last parallel rendering
has been widely applied to volume visualization both
for ray-casting and 3D texture based methods, since it
uses a simple data distribution strategy and requires no
inter-processor communication on rendering [1]. Ray-
casting based volume rendering can be readily paral-
lelized, since the pixel values are computed by shooting
rays in parallel from each pixel into the scene. How-
ever, this software based rendering uses expensive par-
allel computer or high-end high performance comput-
ing (HPC) system for real-time rendering [2]–[5]. On
the contrary, 3D texture-based volume rendering has
been completely accelerated by recent graphics process-
ing unit (GPU) and low-cost commodity off-the-shelf
(COTS) devices such as CPU, GPU, memory, storage,
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Fig. 1 The conventional static partitioning scheme leads to be
self-balanced distribution in terms of task parallelism. But, it can
cause imbalanced load distribution in terms of data parallelism.

and high-speed network equipments. As a result, a PC
cluster equipped with GPUs is receiving increased at-
tention for parallel volume rendering [6]–[9].

In analyzing the performance of sort-last paral-
lel volume rendering on GPU cluster, one of the ma-
jor factors that must be considered is load balancing.
Well-designed load balancing scheme is indispensable
to maximize parallelism and minimize synchronizing
costs. Speedup depends on the parallelism and any
sequential part will eventually limit the speedup of par-
allel rendering algorithms. Previous research efforts
on 3D texture based parallel volume rendering [6]–[9]
achieved self-balance using task parallelism. They sub-
divided a volume into same sized sub-volumes and dis-
tributed them to GPUs as same sized 3D textures. This
approach could cause load imbalance when data paral-
lelism is used. Some of the sub-volumes could contain
more empty space than others, as shown in Fig. 1.

The load imbalance is not solved even if the con-
ventional empty space skipping techniques [10], [11] are
applied in each rendering node. Although empty space
skipping can make certain rendering nodes faster, it can
not contribute to overall load balanced rendering. To
achieve load balanced rendering and empty space skip-
ping, we could group the sub-volumes into a same num-
ber of non-empty data blocks for distributing evenly.
However, this can break the overall hierarchy, which
results in losing the visibility order that is essential for
valid rendering and compositing.

We propose an efficient visualization scheme that
can achieve empty space skipping, load balancing and
visibility ordering by using a combination of hierar-
chical data structures −octree and orthogonal BSP
trees. Using an octree the original volume is sub-
divided into bricks and only relevant bricks are adap-
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tively represented (adaptive load balancing and data
parallelism). Then, these relevant bricks are distin-
guished and grouped hierarchically by an orthogonal
BSP tree. These groups of bricks are assigned to leaf
nodes of the BSP tree and transmitted with their hier-
archies to each rendering node evenly (task parallelism).
In each rendering node, 3D clustering method [12] is
utilized to regenerate hierarchies and to determine vis-
ibility order for valid rendering and compositing. One
drawback of our scheme is that load balance is de-
pendant on the transfer function. That is, when the
transfer function is changed during rendering time, we
may regenerate the overall hierarchy and retransmit the
dataset to the rendering nodes for rebalancing. We al-
leviate this problem by communicating only the ap-
propriate bricks between the rendering nodes without
retransmitting full datasets (dynamic load balancing).

To evaluate our proposed scheme, our proposed
scheme was tested on the 9-node PC cluster equipped
with GPU (nVidia GeForce FX 5950 Ultra), Gigabit
network and hardware image compositor. Various ex-
perimental results are given by experimenting in two vi-
sualization modes (sequential and pipelined) with two
compositing methods (hardware and software). Our
scheme is simulated on a larger set of rendering node
arrangements in order to show scaling characteristics.
Experimental results show that our scheme achieves sig-
nificant gains in parallelism by a factor of 2.4 to 22.6
and renders 2.6 to 6.7 times faster compared to the
traditional methods.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 reviews background and related work briefly.
Section 3 describes the proposed scheme in detail. Sec-
tion 4 provides experimental results. Finally, we con-
clude in Section 5.

2. Background and Related Work

Many design techniques have been used in parallel ren-
dering to compensate for load-imbalances incurred by
different workloads. They can be broadly classified as
static, dynamic, and adaptive [13]. Static load balanc-
ing uses a fixed assignment of tasks to processors. Al-
though, no overhead is incurred for determining this
assignment, load imbalances can occur if the duration
of tasks is variable. Dynamic load balancing techniques
determine on the fly which processor will receive the
next task. Adaptive load balancing determines an as-
signment of tasks to processors based on estimated cost
for each task, thereby trying to assign equal workload
to each processor. In this section, we discuss some of
previous load balancing techniques. We limit our dis-
cussion to techniques for parallel volume rendering.

Most of the previous 3D texture based parallel vol-
ume rendering used the static load balancing method
due to the simplicity of data distribution strategy and
visibility ordering [6]–[8]. During the preprocessing

(a) Global octree (b) Distributed local octrees

Fig. 2 Static partitioning with parallel octree. (a) Bonsai vol-
ume is sub-divided using octree and only relevant regions are
represented. (b) Each branch of the eight child nodes are dis-
tributed to eight rendering nodes. Rendering can be accelerated
by empty space skipping. But, load imbalance can not be solved.

phase the input dataset representing the object is par-
titioned into same sized sub-volumes depending on the
number of nodes. In rendering process, each node
can generate output that overlaps each other in image
space because the partitioning was performed in object
space. The final image is generated after the composit-
ing stage. This can achieve a self-balance because each
sub-volume is distributed and loaded to each GPU as
a same sized 3D texture. However, these methods can
cause load imbalance in terms of data parallelism be-
cause the empty space skipping is not considered.

One of the alternative methods to try is a par-
allel octree [14]–[16] used in several research projects
for large data simulation and visualization, as shown in
Fig. 2. There are a few variations in parallelizing octree,
but basically it proceeds in the following way. First, the
global octree is created. The volume is divided recur-
sively into eight bricks for each axis using the spatial
median. Empty bricks are efficiently skipped during the
sub-division as shown in Fig. 2(a). Next, the global oc-
tree is decomposed into local octrees. Depending on the
workload and the available rendering nodes, a subtree is
assigned to a new local octree while keeping the recur-
sive relationship of parent/children nodes. Finally, ren-
dering and compositing are performed in each rendering
node after the relevant sub-volumes and local octrees
are distributed to the corresponding rendering nodes.
Each local octree brick is rendered separately in a given
traversal. The view-dependent order can be easily de-
termined by a table lookup at each node that returns
the correct order to visit the children with respect to
the actual viewpoint [17]. Utilizing empty-space skip-
ping adaptively allows us to accelerate rendering in each
node. Unfortunately, this method can not solve the im-
balance due to sub-division since it is still based on the
static partitioning method like Fig. 2(b).

Adaptive load balancing has been considered in
several works of parallel volume rendering based on
ray-casting. Silva et al [3] proposed an efficient and
simple adaptive method, content based load balancing,
subdividing the volume using a kd-tree in their parallel
volume rendering (PVR) system. They always subdi-
vided the region with the plane that cuts the number
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Fig. 3 Proposed hierarchical data structure based on the combination of octree and orthogonal BSP tree.

(a) Global octree (b) Global BSP tree (c) 3D clustering & local BSP trees (d) Rendering & compositing

Fig. 4 Visualization steps with proposed hierarchical data structures based on the combination of octree and orthogonal BSP tree.

of full sub-volumes in half. Ma et al [2] proposed a
parallel algorithm that distributes data evenly to the
available computing resources and produces the final
image using binary swap compositing.

Recently, several dynamic load balancing schemes
were proposed. Wang et al [5] proposed a software-
based parallel volume rendering, and showed a load
balance technique using the space-filling curve traver-
sal. However, their algorithm is difficult to be applied
to GPU cluster based parallel rendering, since it com-
municates each rendered block separately, and there-
fore would result in lots of additional pixel readbacks.
Marchesin et al [9] proposed a load balancing scheme
to dynamically distribute the data among the render-
ing nodes according to the load of the previous frame.
However, they should replicate original dataset among
all rendering nodes and texture download from system
memory into graphics memory in every frame. Besides,
they did not consider the empty space skipping associ-
ated with transfer function during rendering.

3. Adaptive Dynamic Load Balancing Scheme

The goal of our work is to present a parallel volume vi-
sualization scheme that conducts a load balanced ren-

dering with only relevant data in a valid visibility order.
To achieve this goal, we propose a new data structure
based on the octree and BSP tree to combine relevant
techniques from previous several volume rendering.

The proposed hierarchical data structure is shown
in Fig. 3 using a cluster with one display node and
eight rendering nodes configuration. The 3D view of
each visualization step is shown in Fig. 4. For empty
space skipping, the original volume data is sub-divided
into bricks and only relevant bricks are extracted by
MIN/MAX octree (Fig. 4(a)). To perform adaptive
load balancing, a global BSP tree is constructed to
partition spaces which are containing the octree bricks
evenly according to the number of rendering nodes
(Fig. 4(b)). Each part of original volume data and
related hierarchies (octree and global BSP tree) are
distributed to the corresponding rendering nodes. For
visibility ordered rendering, each rendering node con-
structs another hierarchy −local BSP tree for cluster-
ing the transmitted octree bricks. After finishing these
all pre-processing step, parallel volume rendering and
compositing can be done in visibility order.

Our data structure allows us to determine the vis-
ibility order readily in the rendering and the composit-
ing, as shown in Fig. 3. The rendering order is easily
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determined since overall hierarchy is mainly based on
the BSP tree. In each rendering nodes, the traversal
of a local BSP tree is performed in the following way.
At each local BSP node, the actual viewpoint is com-
pared to the position of the splitting plane and the two
child nodes (front and back) are visited using in-order
traversal. If the node is a leaf, the associated brick is
rendered slice by slice. Similarly, the valid composit-
ing order for each rendered sub-image can be efficiently
determined in arbitrary viewpoints by using a global
BSP tree. This can be readily applied both for prior-
ity based hardware compositing [7], [18] and software
compositing like a binary swap algorithm [19].

In this section, we describe the proposed scheme
in detail. Section 3.1 shows the octree bricking for
empty space skipping. Section 3.2 presents the orthogo-
nal BSP tree based space partitioning for adaptive load
balancing. Section 3.3 explains our visibility ordering
method using 3D clustering algorithm. Section 3.4 il-
lustrates the dynamic load balancing scheme to keep
the balance by communicating the appropriate bricks
between the rendering nodes.

3.1 Octree Bricking for Empty Space Skipping

For empty space skipping, our scheme firstly sub-
divides an original volume into bricks. There are sev-
eral ways for partitioning the volume, such as dividing
it into uniform sized bricks with octree [20], [21] and
non-uniform sized brick with AMR tree [22] or grow-
ing boxes [11]. The latter approach has advantages in
rendering. This can reduce the number of bricks i.e.,
replication of neighbor voxels and separate the empty
regions from the rest rather accurately. However, this
only works well for volume rendering on a single GPU,
because this makes it difficult to find the way to group
bricks evenly in parallel volume rendering. To group
and distribute bricks evenly, the size of brick needs to be
same. Therefore, we exploit the traditional MIN/MAX
octree based sub-division approach used in [23].

The leaf node stores the minimum and maximum
scalar data values within a node while the other nodes
bring up the values of their eight sons. In combina-
tion with the transfer function, this allows us to skip
completely empty nodes. Therefore, only sub-branches
with leaf nodes that cover relevant regions of the volume
can be inserted into the octree hierarchy, as shown in
Fig. 4(a). Note that the octree depends on the data
only and has to be generated just once. When the
transfer function is changed, we can quickly check the
emptiness by testing whether there is at least one non-
zero component in the transfer function in the range
between minimum and maximum value in each node.

3.2 Orthogonal BSP tree Partitioning for Load Bal-
ancing

For adaptive load balancing, we then group a set of oc-

tree bricks and convert them into an orthogonal BSP
tree, in which every splitting plane is axis-aligned. This
is similar to the empty space skipping algorithm for
volume rendering on a single GPU [11]. They initially
sub-divide the full volume into non-uniform sized sub-
volumes using growing boxes approach, and then con-
vert them into an orthogonal BSP tree to determine
the visibility of each sub-volume. We modified and ex-
tended the algorithm to construct BSP tree both for
adaptive load balancing and visibility ordering on a par-
allel environment.

Fig. 4(b) shows the global BSP tree converted from
the octree brick set of Fig. 4(a). In the global BSP
tree, each node is associated with spatial information
of octree bricks and the bounding box of their union,
which we refer to as a room. Initially, the root node
contains the information of all octree bricks. Then, we
start partitioning the rooms. Obviously, the criterion
for choosing the partitioning plane is to assign almost
same number of bricks to each space. Once the position
of splitting plane is determined, a room is evenly parti-
tioned into two front and back spaces of splitting plane,
that is, two children. This procedure is repeated recur-
sively for the next axis until the number of the rooms
becomes the number of rendering nodes. In the cre-
ated global BSP tree, each leaf node contains positional
min/max values of its own room. After creating this
global BSP tree, the original volume data correspond-
ing to the room in each leaf node, the packed global
octree, and the packed global BSP tree are transmitted
to each rendering node.

3.3 3D Clustering of Bricks for Visibility Ordering

For visibility ordered rendering we need another hi-
erarchy describing the relationship between the oc-
tree bricks in each room because the relationship of
child/parent in octree is not maintained any more after
global BSP tree partitioning. Therefore, we construct
a new BSP trees (we call these local BSP trees) to
merge the bricks properly and determine the visibility
of merged bricks in the rendering nodes like Fig. 4(c).

To create local BSP trees, we employ the 3D clus-
tering algorithm proposed by Berger et al [12]. This al-
gorithm was used for visualizing the large scale volume
dataset using adaptive mesh refinement method in [22].
They clustered voxels into axis-aligned regions and cre-
ated the BSP hierarchy representing the relation be-
tween the non-uniform sized sub-volumes. In our case,
we apply the algorithm for clustering the transmitted
octree bricks in each rendering node. After clustering
the bricks, the octree bricks can be efficiently merged
without any cycle problem and merged bricks are as-
signed to leaf nodes of a local BSP tree. Then, we link
each root of the local BSP trees to the leaves of the
global BSP tree for visibility ordering in compositing.
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Fig. 5 Dynamic load balancing with the transfer function. CT
skull dataset rendered using our scheme with different transfer
functions. Partitioning is adaptively done to keep the overall
load balance.

Fig. 6 3D rendered view with splitting planes and clustering
boxes after dynamic load balancing.

3.4 Rendering the Distributed Hierarchies with Dy-
namic Load Balancing

In our scheme, load balance of the bricks can be de-
pendant on the transfer function. That is, when the
transfer function is changed during rendering time, we
might regenerate the overall hierarchy and retransmit
the dataset to the rendering nodes for rebalancing. The
regeneration of hierarchies can not be a problem be-
cause it is processed in negligible time, but the retrans-
mission of full dataset across the network can be a bot-
tleneck depending of the size of the dataset.

We propose an effective dynamic load balancing
scheme for the proposed hierarchy. Fig. 5 shows the
proposed scheme with CT skull dataset for four ren-
dering nodes. For easy explanation, we depict in 2D
from Fig. 5(a) to (d). An octree bricking and global
BSP tree partitioning are shown in Fig. 5(a). Once
the transfer function is changed, the empty space test-
ing is performed and the information of emptiness in
each octree nodes is updated. A new global BSP tree
is then generated based on the updated octree, as de-
picted with dotted line in Fig. 5(b). After generating
a new global BSP tree, spatial differences between the
new and old splitting plane of two global BSP trees are
computed recursively, as shown with numbers between
planes in Fig. 5(b). These spatial differences can be ei-
ther negative or positive values according to the moving
direction of new splitting plane from old plane and are
stored to each non-leaf node in new global BSP tree.
Then, the updated octree and the new global BSP tree
are distributed to the rendering nodes.

After resetting global BSP tree, the next phase is
a binary transfer that communicates only needed oc-
tree bricks between rendering nodes. This is shown in
Fig. 5(d) and comprises log n stages and n/2 trans-
missions in each stage (every rendering node partic-
ipates in all the stages), where n is the number of
rendering nodes. We can use the parallel processing
to send/receive the bricks, re-clustering, and texture
setup, in a way similar to that of the binary swap com-
position algorithm. The process starts from the initial
partition in the first figure of Fig. 5(d) by traversing
new global BSP tree in bottom-up order. At first stage,
bricks are transmitted between sibling rendering nodes
based on the spatial differences, as shown in Fig. 5(d).
In our example, the rendering node C sends one column
of bricks to the node D based on their spatial difference
(-1 to +1) (there is no transmission between rendering
node A and B because the spatial difference is zero). At
the next stage, a similar transmission is done for upper
nodes. Rendering node A and B in the third figure of
Fig. 5(d) sends two rows of bricks to node C and D (to
direction of spatial difference, -2 to +2).

The proposed scheme is not be dependent on the
size of the dataset because the only needed bricks are
communicated between rendering nodes in n/2 * log n
transmission times. The same CT skull data set ren-
dered with different transfer functions as well as split-
ting plane and clustered bricks is shown in Fig. 6.

4. Implementation and Experimental Results

4.1 Implementation

We implemented our proposed scheme using C++ and
OpenGL 1.5 on the parallel rendering program of VG
cluster [7]. We modified the volume rendering soft-
ware for per-fragment lighting and post-shading using
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(a) Lobster

(b) Leg (c) VHM

Fig. 7 Rendered images by the proposed scheme. These im-
ages show the Lobster and Leg data set with clustering boxes,
Visible Human Male data set with clustering boxes and splitting
plane.

nVidia’s Cg shader. 2D dependant textures are used
for storing transfer function table and MIN/MAX oc-
tree. The MPICH/PM library is used for all communi-
cation between nodes. A cluster system of Kyoto Uni-
versity [18] was used for rendering and evaluation. This
system consists of 9-PC nodes in a cluster using image-
compositing hardware [24] manufactured by Mitsubishi
Precision, Co. Ltd. Each PC node has an Intel Pen-
tium 4 processor running at 2.4 GHz, 1024MB DDR
SDRAM, one nVidia GeForce FX 5950 ULTRA GPU
with 256MB Video RAM, and a specialized PCI inter-
face card for sending the rendering results to the image-
compositing hardware. The cluster employs a Gigabit
Ethernet for the inter PC communications, and Red-
Hat Linux 7.3 based SCore 5.6.1 as the OS. Although
the processor technology used in the PC node and the
GPU are a few years old, the proposed load balancing
scheme is not affected by them.

We use three datasets, “Lobster” (301x324x56,
courtesy of SUNY Stony Brook), “Leg” (341x341x93,
courtesy of German Federal Institution), and Visible
Human Male (“VHM”, 430x240x939, courtesy of Na-
tional Library of Medicine). The Lobster and the
Leg dataset are super-sampled into (602x648x112) and
(682x682x186) for making reasonable sized dataset,
since overall performance can be bounded in composit-
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Fig. 8 Overall visualization flow with the proposed adaptive
dynamic load balancing scheme.

ing time if the rendering is too fast. The three rendered
images are shown in Fig. 7. The Leg dataset has an in-
teresting characteristic: the actual leg is biased into a
side of the volume. Therefore this is selected to test
adaptability of our load balancing scheme.

Fig. 8 shows the overall flow of the implemented
visualization scheme on a GPU cluster. After finishing
the preprocessing step (octree, global/local BSP tree
construction), we start to render the clustered bricks by
utilizing 3D texture mapping in each rendering node.
At first, each part of the original volume dataset (each
room in leaf nodes of the global BSP tree) is loaded to
the GPUs as a 3D texture. To avoid artifacts caused by
discontinuities between adjacent grids during the ren-
dering via 3D textures, it shares one row of data sam-
ples at its common boundary faces. The sharing occurs
only on the common facets of 3D textures between the
rendering nodes. There is no sharing between interior
bricks in a room. Another RGBA 3D texture is used
for storing gradient vectors and gradient magnitudes.

After 3D texture setup, it is then clipped against
equidistant slices parallel to the viewplane. This dy-
namic slicing is done for each clustered bricks. In other
word, we create one 3D texture for dataset according
to the room at the leaf node of the global BSP tree in
each rendering node, whereas the slicing and rendering
utilizes only the clustered bricks at the leaf node of lo-
cal BSP tree. Otherwise, we would have to replicate
the texels along the boundary of the smaller textures
to ensure proper interpolation, increasing the memory
requirement. In compositing stage, each rendered sub-
image is read back from framebuffer into main memory
and sent to the hardware compositor or sibling nodes
(binary swap compositing) with their visibility infor-
mation. The final composed image is sent back to the
display node for displaying.
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Table 1 Comparison of the pre-processing time (sec).

Datasets Lobster (602x648x112) Leg (682x682x186) VHM (430x240x939)

Rendering STAND OCT OCT STAND OCT OCT STAND OCT OCT

Method -ARD +BSP -ARD +BSP -ARD +BSP

OC - 4.296 4.296 - 8.892 8.892 - 5.469 5.469

ESC - 0.114 0.114 - 0.115 0.115 - 0.114 0.114

BSP - - 0.007 - - 0.005 - - 0.025

NET 2.308 1.596 1.596 2.037 1.351 1.351 5.018 3.167 3.167

GRAD 0.532 0.382 0.382 0.994 0.309 0.309 1.133 0.693 0.693

CLUST - - 0.001 - - 0.001 - - 0.007

Total 2.83 6.388 6.396 3.031 10.667 10.673 6.151 9.442 9.474

4.2 Experimental Results

In the case of general sort-last parallel rendering, the
time needed to display a frame has five parts [8] :

Time=Render+Read+Compose+Collect+Draw (1)

The Render time is the time needed to render the as-
signed dataset. The Read time is to the time needed
to read back the frame buffer into main memory. The
Compose time is the time needed for the image com-
positing (send, receive, and blend). The Collect time is
the time needed to collect the sub-images that compose
the final image. The Draw time is the time needed by
the display node to draw the frame buffer from main
memory into the graphics memory. The Render time
is dependant on the size of dataset and the other times
are dependant on the size of the screen. The overall
performance is limited by the slowest node.

In this section, we describe the experimental re-
sults and performance improvements that are possible
for the Render time. The performance of the pro-
posed scheme (OCT+BSP) is compared with the con-
ventional method (STANDARD) used in [6]–[8], and
octree (OCT) used in [14]–[16].

4.2.1 Pre-processing Time

We measured and compared the pre-processing time
because the proposed OCT+BSP needs more pre-
processing phases for load balancing. A comparison
of the pre-processing time for STANDARD, OCT and
OCT+BSP is shown in Table 1. The overall pre-
processing time is composed of octree creation (OC),
empty space checking (ESC), global BSP tree creation
(BSP), data distribution via network (NET), gradi-
ent vector computation (GRAD), and 3D clustering
(CLUST). The OC, the GRAD, and the NET steps
spent longer times, since they need to access and com-
pute all voxels. The OCT and the OCT+BSP require
more time due to OC and ESC steps. The NET and
GRAD steps took shorter times because the ESC step
ensured that only non-empty data could be transmit-
ted and computed. The OCT+BSP needed additional

steps −BSP and CLUST. The processing time in these
two steps are negligible.

The total pre-processing time is dependent on
the size of volume dataset. We compared the pre-
processing time for the different algorithms using the
same dataset. We found that the OCT+BSP approach
spent 3 to 7 seconds more than STANDARD. This is
mainly due to the OC step and almost the same time as
the OCT. This implied that the preprocessing cost of
the OCT+BSP is not high, when we consider the ren-
dering performance gains by load balancing and empty
space skipping. We will discuss it in the next section.

4.2.2 Load Balancing

We evaluated the performance of the OCT+BSP
scheme using different metrics. One of them is the num-
ber of bricks distributed to each rendering node. The
size of a brick is a crucial factor that affects overall per-
formance. The more sub-divisions we have, the more
relevant regions we can detect. However, the number of
vertices gets increased and it can cause an overhead in
the vertex processor of each GPU. The brick size of 163

or 323 gave the best results for rendering performance
in our case. Therefore this is selected as the optimal
size for skipping as much of the empty space as pos-
sible and guaranteeing the tolerable maximum number
of vertices in the GPUs of cluster.

A comparison of the number of bricks distributed
for OCT and OCT+BSP on the 8 rendering node clus-
ter is shown in Fig. 9. To test for a larger set of ren-
dering node arrangements, we also measured it for a
cluster containing 16 rendering nodes and it is Fig. 10.
Although the cluster we used contained only 8 render-
ing nodes, we could estimate performance for 16 nodes
by counting the number of bricks to be sent to each
rendering node after generating global BSP tree for 16
rendering nodes in the preprocessing step on the display
node. We do not consider the case of STANDARD, be-
cause it is not a subdivision based method that can skip
empty space.

The OCT approach shows imbalance in load dis-
tribution. The maximum difference between the maxi-
mum and the minimum sent is 1,480 (VHM, on 8 ren-
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Fig. 9 Comparison of the number of sub-volumes distributed (8 nodes).
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Fig. 10 Comparison of the number of sub-volumes distributed (16 nodes).

Table 2 Comparison of LBR.

Datasets Lobster Leg VHM

Nodes 1x8 1x16 1x8 1x16 1x8 1x16

OCT 0.03 0 0 0 0.26 0.15

OCT+BSP 0.68 0.54 0.48 0.35 0.64 0.77

Rate 22.67 - - - 2.46 5.14

dering nodes). In the case of Leg dataset over half of the
rendering nodes are idle. This means that static sub-
division method like OCT can cause inefficient utiliza-
tion in spite of its ability to skip empty space. In con-
trast, OCT+BSP keeps the load balanced in all three
cases. This shows that the rendering on each GPU can
be finished at approximately the same time.

For better quantitative evaluation, we define an-
other metric, load balance ratio (LBR), to indicate how
the load gets evenly distributed. LBR is based on the
number of bricks distributed between the maximum
sent and the non-zero minimum sent.

LBR = 1− N −Nm

N
(2)

where N is the maximum number of brick sent and Nm

is the minimum number of brick sent. LBR 1 means
a perfectly load balanced distribution. LBR near 0
means a fully imbalanced load distribution. Note that
LBR becomes zero if a rendering node is not assigned
a brick. Table 2 shows the comparison of LBR by
changing the configuration of the number of rendering
nodes in the cluster. The relative rates of OCT+BSP
to OCT for VHM dataset are increasing as the number

Display 
Node

Rendering
Node

1st frame 2nd frame

Data distribution Read Collect & DrawRender Compose

(a) General sort-last parallel rendering mode

Display 
Node

Rendering
Node

Render Thread

Compose Thread

Display Thread

1st frame
2nd frame

(b) Pipelined sort-last parallel rendering mode

Fig. 11 Time decomposition in two parallel rendering modes.

of the rendering nodes are increasing. This implies that
OCT+BSP is scalable for VHM.

4.2.3 Rendering Performance

To evaluate how well the proposed scheme can be
adapted to the sort-last parallel volume rendering, we
measured the substantial frame rates using two render-
ing approaches. First rendering approach used the gen-
eral sort-last parallel rendering (the rendering, the com-
positing, and the other steps are sequentially processed
on each node) as shown Fig. 11(a). Second rendering
approach used the pipelined sort-last parallel render-
ing (the parallel rendering program we used [7] could
support pipelining −overlapping the rendering and the
compositing using a multi-thread method) as shown in
Fig. 11(b). Besides, two different compositing methods
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Fig. 12 Comparison of the frame rates (Hz) with a few rendering and compositing methods.

−a hardware image compositor and a software method
(binary swap compositing) could be applied to each ren-
dering approaches.

The comparison of the rendering frame rates for
the three volume datasets to three different sized view-
ports on 8 rendering nodes is shown in Fig. 12. In
the Figure, the rendering mode can be selected as (S,
the general parallel rendering in sequential mode on a
node) or (P, the pipelined parallel rendering). Simi-
larly, the compositing mode can be selected as (S, soft-
ware) or (H, hardware). For example, PH in the Fig-
ure means pipelined parallel rendering/hardware com-
positing. We tested for STANDARD(S), OCT(O), and
OCT+BSP(O+B) with three different modes (SS, SH,
and PH).

All the cases, the rendering performance of the
STANDARD is worse than others because it can not
skip the empty space of volume data. The OCT and
OCT+BSP approaches show better performance than
STANDARD because of their ability to render only rel-
evant region. OCT+BSP outperforms OCT in all the
cases since it makes use of features of well-balanced load
distribution. The STANDARD records 2-20 frames, the
OCT records 3-38 frames and the OCT+BSP allows 4-
63 frames.

In the PH mode, the OCT+BSP extracts the best
performance gain, since the image compositing stage is
faster by using hardware compositor and the pipelined
method can hide the compositing time behind the ren-
dering time. For the best case (Leg, 256x256), the
OCT+BSP can render 6.7 times faster than the STAN-
DARD and 2.6 times faster than the OCT. Even in the
SH and SS modes, the OCT+BSP can render faster
than the STANDARD and OCT by a factor of 1.5 times
to 4.8 times.

Fig. 13 shows the comparison of time decompo-
sition on each node for rendering and displaying one
frame (512x512 window, the PH mode, VHM dataset).
The time is decomposed into Render, Read, Com-
pose, Draw (see Equation (1)), Barrier time required
by software synchronization (MPI barrier), and Idle
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Fig. 13 Comparison of consuming time (sec) on each node for
rendering one frame (VHM, PH mode).

time. The barrier time is extremely short in the case of
STANDARD due to its native self-balanced feature, but
rendering takes longer. Although the rendering time in
a ceratin node is shorter than the OCT+BSP, the OCT
spends quite a long time for synchronizing (30%−63%
of total time), because of its unbalanced workload dis-
tribution. The reduced barrier time (occupies 5%−13%
of total time) of the OCT+BSP approach contributes to
the performance. Also, we can find that the OCT+BSP
reduces the time 44% of the STADARD by empty space
skipping and 15% of the OCT by load balancing.

Fig. 14 shows the comparison of rendering times
while changing the number of rendering nodes. Since
only 8 rendering nodes are available in the cluster we
used, other cluster sizes have to be simulated. We simu-
lated cluster sizes 16 to 64 by doing multiple renderings
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Fig. 14 Comparison of rendering time by scaling the number of rendering nodes (PH mode).

on a single node and measuring the time for each case.
The slowest rendering time is used as the time for the
simulated cluster size. We can see that in Fig. 14 the
OCT+BSP scales well and outperforms the others as
the number of nodes in a cluster increases. The perfor-
mance of the STANDARD and OCT is reversed when
the number of nodes in a cluster approaches 64 (Lobster
and Leg). This means, depending on data set size even
if empty space skipping is utilized, the unbalanced load
distribution can degrade the performance in a cluster
containing large number of nodes.

5. Conclusion

We have developed an effective load balancing scheme
for 3D texture-based parallel volume rendering on GPU
clusters. By adapting octree and orthogonal BSP tree,
only relevant sub-volumes are effectively detected and
distributed. The 3D clustering method regenerates hi-
erarchies and determines rendering order correctly. By
utilizing both empty space skipping and adaptive load
distribution, we could achieve significant performance
gains. Increasing parallelism and decreasing synchro-
nization costs contributed to better performance com-
pared to traditional static load distribution schemes.
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